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V & M Associates is a full service Law Firm with offices at Chennai, Bombay 
and associate Lawyers in most of major cites of the country.  The main office of 
the Firm is in Chennai, conveniently located close to the International & 
Domestic Airport and it is easily accessible from all parts of the City. 

 
The Partners and members of the Firm are senior professionals with several 

years of experience behind them.  Some of our senior founding partners rendered 
their services in the Capacity of Regulating Authorities with judiciary powers for 
state & Federal Government.  The practicing team is supported by the Economic 
Legislative Experts like Charted Accountants, Company Secretaries, & 

Management Cost Accountants, besides has the team of able assisting trained 
Para legal workforce. They bring the highest level of professional service to 
clients along with the traditions of the profession, integrity and undisputed 
ethical practices. Members of the Firm are in absolute alignment with the work-
culture of Global Law firms as well as with an ability of meeting the expectations 
of large corporate clients. The Firm has amongst its client’s multi nationals, 

Industrial Houses with huge workforce, Information Technology companies, 
Leading Software Houses, ITES Companies and most admired leading Indian 
corporations. 

V & M Associates has developed a high specialization in the field of Legal & 
Management Business Advisory services, providing 360 degree of scale with the 3 
Dimensional approaches on client centric customized, consulting services of to all 

kind of Corporate Houses.   Our Corporate Law Services is a team of highly 
qualified and experienced lawyers, who offer effective services to our clients by 
combining broad knowledge of corporate law matters with experience in key sub 
disciplines, with the ability to identify potential issues and develop real-time, 

practical solutions to a wide variety of client concerns.  
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Corporate Life is in multiple layers and an easy way to learn: 

The Post Liberalization Industrial Management Set-up and new age managers are unable to 

find time to understand and make their approaches towards Management of Culture & 

Conservation Tradition the most important elements for sustainability. 

Most of the time Our Managerial Planning is geared towards satisfying the demand asked for 

and at times for better numbers but not towards absolute value creation. 

Though  we live in a diversified social or religious culture like some part of the country 

celebrate the death of Ten Headed King Ravana and in the another party submit their prayers 

as Holy Ravan.   The business system is fully aligned to the cultural aspects of our country 

where in some part the company finds it as a good market and some part it is tough to 

penetrate.   

It would be something unique to the Managers of our Country that every celebrations or 

development be it political or entertainment have some or other Impact to the companies.  As 

we witness during this month be it the success of Tollywood, Queen  Anushka Shetty 

Conquering with back to back releases changing the entertainment economics through 

Baahubali & Rudramadevi  or Chief Minister of Bihar meeting the Tantric ( faith healer) 

during the mid of his election Champaign or the matter of Writers protest against centre etc,  

everything hits  the financial market which has implied  impact in the normal operations of all 

business houses with no exception, making the managers to run to resolve a new age issue. 

Always we as Managers find a group of Right wing protests, when we take some measures to 

solve the “first time witnessed business problems” , without realizing that one has to be true to 

the mood that comes at times.  We at V & M Associates rightfully work towards making 

more  modest means and better ways to manage as part of your team.  

We at V & M Associates feels that when the company has an issue and the practicing 

managers has a problem in hand,  it is the lives of others  and create customized solutions as 

the way of untold  Love in the time of war. It is essential for us to learn from the Traditional 

Managers who has more social cultural orientations, which may not be with theoretical 

justification but can offer more Practical solutions. 

As we all know and experienced that the Deepavali of earlier days was markedly enjoyable.  In 

joint families, all members would get together four days before the festival to prepare variety of 

sweets and snacks, It was the responsibility of mother in laws to make the list to their 

daughter in laws on what to make.  It is always the competition between the next door friends 

in making “cross border sweets” be it Guajarati Milk made or Rajasthani Pada with the 

available resources.   Making such special sweets are always a team efforts on an “inclusive 

model” that proved with wonderful happy results and also thought us that the Team work is 

always sweet  

From the above let’s draw a moral that beyond celebrations we can learn value add lessons 

such as how to manage the High demanding Boss who is responsive to the market pressure 

and how to create a team and to make new cross border deals to close a day with 

celebrations. 

Editor in Chief  
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RECENT LABOUR LAW SCENARIOS 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESIC Coverage to Self Employed 

Workers: 

The Labour Ministry plans to soon 

provide medical assistance to 

workers in small establishments and 

self-employed workers such as auto 

rickshaw and taxi drivers, rickshaw 

pullers, in an effort aimed at 

universalising the coverage of 

benefits under its ESI Scheme. 

Labour Laws to be simplified: 

The Government is planning to reform and 

simplify the 44 Labour Laws under Four 

codes. The new labour law would emphasis 

on wages, industrial relation, social 

security and working condition and 

safety. The Four laws on Minimum Wages 

Act, the payment of wages Act, Payment 

of Bonus Act, and Equal Remuneration Act 

would be combined into a single Labour 

Code on Wages. 

 

Minimum Wages for Domestic 

Workers: 

Minimum wages, weekly off, 

medical leave, maternity leave 

benefits and other social security 

measures are some of the key 

recommendations of an expert 

committee formed to improve the 

working conditions of domestic 

workers. The panel also suggested 

insurance cover for domestic 

workers and their families. 

 

New Minimum wage Formula: 

The Union Labour Minister 

Bandaru Dattatreya said that the 

Centre is ready with a                 

“formula” on minimum wages and 

the States would have to abide by 

that formula once it is 

implemented. Speaking on the 

said “ formula “ the Minister said 

the Centre in a couple of months 

would come out with a rate stating 

the minimum wage at the national 

level and all the State Government 

have to implement it. 
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Limit on Contract Workers: 

The Government is considering in fixing the Limit on Contract Workers that an 

Organisation can hire, a move that may help it dilute opposition to Labour 

reforms but is sure to trigger stiff opposition from industry. 

 

Negotiation Right of Unions: 

The labour ministry wants to negotiate with 

one trade union which will have more than 

50% of the total permanent workers as 

members. However, in case no trade union in 

an establishment has more than 50% of the 

workers as members, then more unions 

would be called for negotiation provided 

their cumulative membership is more than 

50% of the unit’s work-force. 

 

Employees can file winding up 

petition: 

A Full bench of Madhya Pradesh High 

Court has held that employees can 

move court to wind up a company in 

order to recover dues, including their 

salary and emoluments. 

 

Answer 

Heart beat 
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LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT  

Application of the Provisions of Maternity Benefit Act.  

[G.O. Ms. No. 144, Labour and Employment (H2), 14th September 2015,  

No. II(2)/LE/565/2015.—Under the proviso to sub-section (1) of Section 2 

of the Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 (Central Act 53 of 1961), the Governor of 

Tamil Nadu hereby declare that all the provisions of the said Act shall 

apply to the motor transport undertakings as defined in clause (g) of 

Section 2 of the Motor Transport Workers Act, 1961.(Central Act 27 of 

1961), in the State of Tamil Nadu. 
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Casual or temporary workers have no vested rights to be regularised. Since the 

temporary or casual workers are aware of the consequences of their appointment, they 

cannot invoke the theory of legitimate expectation for regularisation because their 

selection was not made by following due procedure as laid down by provisions of law. 

Monetary compensation to the temporary or casual workers, who have been out of 

employment for more than 20 years, not able to seek regular employment being over 

aged, is justified. 

Supreme Court of India – Vice Chancellor, Lucknow University, Lucknow 

Vs.Akhilesh Khare & Another – 2015 – LLR – 1121 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Compensation in lumpsum is justified instead of directing reinstatement of a daily-

wager who has raised his claim after 14 years. Awarding reinstatement to a daily wager 

who has raised an industrial dispute after more than 14 years, is not justified. 

Supreme Court of India – State of M.P. Vs.Mohan Lal – 2015 – LLR 1125 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In an appeal under section 30 of the Employees’ Compensation Act, 1923, the High 

Court cannot interfere in the factual finding rendered by the Employees’ Compensation 

Commissioner unless there is a manifest error committed by the Employees’ 

Compensation Commissioner. 

Madras High Court – Periasamy Vs. Jayaraj allias Thama Naicker – 2015  (146) 

FLR – 36 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If the workman has not denied the specific charge of consuming alcohol during duty 

hours, punishment of compulsory retirement with superannuation benefits, is justified. 

When the workman has not made any effort to summon the record from the concerned 

hospital to rebut the contents of Medical Report, that report would stand proved. 

Punjab & Haryana High Court –  Surinder Pal Singh Vs. Central Government 

Industrial Tribunal cum Labour Court and others - 2015 – II LLN 786 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
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In the absence of any proof in respect of employment of the workman with his employer 

such as attendance record, payment of wages record, ESI record, Provident Fund record 

or such other cogent documentary evidence etc., there would be no relationship of 

employer – employee, resultantly workman would not be entitled to any relief from the 

employer. A document produced by the workman, not bearing the signature of any 

authenticated officer of the employer, would be treated as a forged one. 

Allahabad High Court – 2015 – Nagar Palika Parishad, Mathura Vs. Presiding 

Officer, Labour Court, U.P. Agra and another – 2015 (146) FLR 498 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If the contract between principal employer and the contractor is proved to be sham, 

nominal or camouflage, the employees of the contractor would be treated employees of 

the principal employer, entitled to all benefits of regular employees of the principal 

employer 

Delhi High Court – The Management of Ramjas Public School  Vs. Dharmender & 

Others – 2015 – LLR 1126 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Order of termination of services of the employee is justified when it  has been proved 

against him on the basis of evidence recorded in the enquiry proceedings that 

delinquent employee being at senior position took complainant, a junior female staff, to 

outstation under pretext of office work, arranging stay not only in the same hotel but in 

adjacent separate rooms, forcing the female staff to spend night with him. 

Delhi High Court – Gaurav Jain Vs. Hindustan Latex Family Planning Promotion 

Trust & others – 2015 – LLR 1195 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A Director or Managing Director is also covered under the definition of term “ employee” 

if he is drawing remuneration for providing his services to the establishment, covering 

him under the provisions of the Act.  A person employed for wages or remuneration, it 

is burden upon the employer to produce documentary evidence that there was no 

relationship or employee – employer, if the employer wants not to extend the coverage of 

the Act to such person. 

Delhi High Court – Saheli Marbles Private Limited Vs. APFC – 2015 LLR 1189 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Workmen can prove relationship of employer-employee by leading reliable evidence 

including their appointing authority, from whom they were getting their salary / wages, 

who was the authority having administrative control regarding disciplinary action, 

termination, sanctioning of leave, their continuity in service, under whose supervision 

they were working etc.  If the workmen fails to prove by way of cogent evidence that 

they have worked continuously for 240 days in a given year, their demand 

regularisation is not legally valid. 

GUAHATI HIGH COURT – Sri Jatin Rajkonwar  Vs. The Management of Oil & 

Naturals Gas Corporation Ltd., - 2015 – LLR – 1170 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Benefits under the ESIC Act, 1948 would not be available to the deceased dependents if 

the deceased was not covered under the Act at the relevant time and was not 

performing any work of the employer. 

Delhi High Court -  Smt. Anju Devi Vs. Director General, ESIC & Another – 2015 – 

LLR 1144 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                 
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List of Registers to be Maintained Under Various Labour Laws 

Sl. No. Act Frequency Principle Employer ----> 

1 S & E Act MONTHLY Register of advance , Deduction, Damages and  Loss 
fine -  Form – P 

2 S & E Act MONTHLY Register of Employment for Shop and Establishment 
Form – Q 

3 S & E Act MONTHLY Register of Wages - Form – R 

4 S & E Act MONTHLY Notice of Daily Hours of Work, Rest Interval Weekly 

Holiday   Form – S 
5 S & E Act MONTHLY Wages slip/Leave card Return - Form – T 

 
6 LWF MONTHLY Labour Welfare Fund register - Form – B 

 

7 Min Wages MONTHLY Register of Fines–Form -1 
 

8 Min Wages MONTHLY Deduction and Damages- Form - II 

9 Min Wages MONTHLY Overtime register- Form - IV 

10 S&E Act MONTHLY Whether minimum leave entitled / availed as per 
Shops & Establishment Rules 

11 S.A.ACT MONTHLY Maintenance of Registers - Form – 1 
 

12 P.S.ACT MONTHLY Maintenance of Registers - Form – 1 
 

13 M.B.ACT MONTHLY Maintenance of Registers - Form – A 
 

14 M.B.ACT MONTHLY Whether any maternity Benefit and maternity Bonus 
paid to the eligible women employee for the month 
 

15 E.R.ACT MONTHLY Maintenance of Registers - Form – D 
 

16 N.F.H.ACT ONGOING Maintenance of Registers - Form – VI 
 

17 P.W. ACT MONTHLY Register of Fines – Form - I 
 

18 P.W. ACT MONTHLY Deduction and Damages - Form - II 
 

19 P.W. ACT MONTHLY Register of Advances - Form - III 
 

20 P.W. ACT MONTHLY Notice of Rate of Wages-Form – VI 
 

21 EPF ACT MONTHLY EPF Challan on or before 15th of Succeeding Month 
 

22 ESI ACT MONTHLY ESI Challan on or before 21st of Succeeding Month 
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Disclaimer 

You are receiving this communiqué either because you have interacted with us on 

business or because you’re usual contact with us thinks you may find this interesting. 

This is for private circulation only and a compilation of already published relevant 

material for the ease of use and remembrance. This is not an advertisement or any form 

of solicitation. If you do not wish to receive this newsletter, please just reply 

‘Unsubscribe’. 

NOTICE BOARD DISPLAY COPY 

23 MA.NO.BO ONGOING  Abstract of the Maternity Benefit Act – FORM - J 

24 S & E Act ONGOING Notice of Daily Hours of Work, Rest Interval Weekly 
Holiday –FORM - S 

25 GRA.  NO.  
BO 

ONGOING Abstract of the Gratuity Act – FORM - U 

26 P.W.NO.BO ONGOING Abstract of the Payment of Wages Act - FORM - V 

27 M.W. 
NO.BO 

ONGOING Abstract of the Minimum Wages Act - FORM - X 

28 N.F.H.ACT ONGOING Display of  list of Holidays under National and Festival 
Holiday Act – FORM- V 

29 P.W. ACT ONGOING Notice of Rate of Wages under Payment of Wages Act      
Form – VI 

30 CL NO.BO ONGOING Abstract of the Contract Labour Act - Rule -79 

31 GRA.ACT ONGOING Display of Notice  - Authorized by the employer to receive 
Notice - Rule - 4   

32 Min Wages ONGOING Inspectors Details- under the payment of minimum wages 
Act – Rule - 22(10) 

33 N.F.H.ACT ONGOING Proceeding number received from Labour department- 
under the National and Festival Holidays Act –FORM - III 

34 Min Wages ONGOING Notices required to be displayed at work site, under 
Minimum Wages Act, showing rates of wages, hours of 
work, wage periods, date of payment of unpaid wages, 
Name and addresses of inspector in English and in a local 
language -Rule 10 of Annexure - A 

35 S & E Act ONGOING Displayed  in Entrance of Company - COMPANY NAME 
BOARD IN TAMIL & ENGLISH 

DUE DATE FOR FILLING OF RETURNS – 30.11.2015 

ACT FREQUENCY DETAILS 

S & E Act Monthly Copy of Form -S - for addition and deletion 
for the month to be send to the office of the 

Assistant Inspector of Labour and Inspector 
of Labour 
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